


EDITORS
NOTE

Holding, as we do, that the present
anarchic system of sham

democracy is one of collective or
committee guilt with little

individual liability, we place the
emphasis through out NBU on the

personal and individual
responsibility of the officer who is
given an appointment. They are

completely responsible for all that 
happens in the area of the position
allotted to them and may not pass

any of the responsibility to any
system of committees or other
action-hampering bodies. We

believe firmly that action proceeds
from the individual and not from

any body of people however small
or however well-chosen they may

be.

Gary Raikes
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NBU COUNCIL
MEETING

A FEW REGIONAL OFFICERS

WELCOMING NEW YORKSHIRE
OFFICER

The York meeting was a great
success, a productive council
meeting and enjoyable get

together held right in the centre of
the city with no problems. Nine

officers from around the UK
attended in person and another

three were represented by video,
Skype call and written statement.

Due to the fact that a few officers
who had confirmed their

attendance but who failed to turn
up or offer their apologies the

council agreed to impose a ‘two
strikes and out’ policy.

From 27-4-19 any officer missing
two council meetings in a row with
no excuse given will be removed

from their role.

ONE OF OUR LONGEST SERVING
OFFICERS CLIVE JONES

ALL IN FOR A DRINK AFTERWARDS

Scotland Officer Richard Payne
gave a short talk explaining NBU

electoral strategy.

New media Officer Rene Fraser was
introduced to the council and

informed it of his plans for NBU
media channel.



Tim Scott sent a video talking
about working with veterans and

running an anti-war campaign. The
council suggested he be made NBU
Veterans Officer so as to be able to
concentrate on this new initiative.

Tim has agreed to take on the
Veteran Officers role and is

formulating a plan on how to move
that forward (more in this issue).

Chris White host of BWR was
appointed City of London officer.

A good discussion took place with
suggestions and positive criticism
on how we can improve and move
NBU forward, some bits may be
included in a future video of the
meeting filmed by Clive Jones.

On the
potential of

the youth for
our future

Hello readers and comrades,
Some people occasionally doubt

the potential of the youth to assist
in the process of gaining the fascist

state.This assumption is very
commonplace among many people,
in the sense that the youth can not

be “tamed” or organised
effectively.

This assumption is very wrong and
based (mainly) on only one

argument.
The youth is actually the strongest
force within our movement as their
minds are still developing and thus

they are more able to “deposit”
information; thus, the youth has

the full potential and capability of 

learning to love and respect our
great civilization and to care and
continue it for a very long time.
A fully developed man learns his
values from a young age and this

has been proven many times.
Another reason why the youth is
very strong and vital is that the

youth is stronger and has a much
greater potential of being active

within our movement. In this way,
we can accomplish our targets

easier and we can ensure that they
will remain on for many
generations to pass on.

For one thing we can hope: that
our youth will not be influenced

anymore by the corrupt mentality
of this world.If we think and see

for a while what has happened the
past few years and how many
attempts have been made to
weaken and make our youth

submissive, we should start to
believe that it is our duty to protect

the youth from further harm-
actually it IS our DUTY to do that!

So the youth is the precious future
of the country and it should not be

let to be lost.

  Vasileios. K. Spiliopoulos



YOUR E-
MAGAZINE
NEEDS YOU

We are looking for content for The
Blackshirt that will help to build a real
community feeling. Articles, activity

news, book and film reviews,
classified ads, deaths births and

marriages, graduation, Birthdays,
services, car for sale, house for sale,

help wanted, poems, cartoons,
anything that will be of interest to
fellow Blackshirts. You can reach

thousands of members every month.
Please submit content to

press@newbritishunion.co.uk thank
you

HURRAH FOR
THE

BLACKSHIRTS
 Reviewed by Roger Bartlett

Harold Harmsworth (Lord
Rothermere) was the Editor of the
"Daily Mail" and he also owned the
"Daily Mirror" during the 1930s. In

January 1934, Lord Rothermere
published an astonishing article in
the Mail entitled "Hurrah for the

Blackshirts!" openly supporting Sir
Oswald Mosley's British Union

Fascists (BUF). Lord Rothermere's
"Daily Mirror" also published an

article entitled "Give the
Blackshirts a Helping Hand"

reproducing BUF membership
forms and organising a "Blackshirt

Ladies Beauty Contest"!
Rothermere later dropped his

backing for Mosley under pressure
from Jewish advertisers connected

with Lyons & Co and Salmon &
Gluckstein but he continued to
support Fascism in Italy and

Germany, until the start of the
disastrous European Brothers' Civil

War of 1939-1945.
In his autobiography "My Life"

(1968), Mosley wrote:

"I went to see him [Lord
Rothermere] in a hotel he

frequented, and found him in a
relatively modest apartment, an
imposing figure of monumental
form lying flat on his back on a

narrow brass bedstead; it seemed
an incongruous setting for one of

the richest men in the world.

Lord Rothermere explained that he
was in trouble with certain

advertisers, who had not liked his
support of the blackshirts, and in
company with many other people

had now heard of the tobacco
business and liked it still less. This
was war, and I reacted strongly.

The card to play with Rothermere
was always his brother Northcliffe,

whom I had never met but who
was a legend for his audacity and
dynamism. I said: 'Do you know

what Northcliffe would have done?
He would have said, "One more

word from you, and the Daily Mail
placards tomorrow will carry the

words: 'Jews threaten British press'
"; you will have no further

trouble'. 

The long struggle fluctuated, but I
lost. He felt that I was asking him 

mailto:press@newbritishunion.co.uk


to risk too much, not only for
himself, but for others who

depended on him. He was a patriot
and an outstanding personality, but
without the exceptional character
necessary to take a strong line
towards the end of a successful
life, which might have led to a

political dog-fight. In my view, the
matter could have been quite

reasonably settled if he had stood
firm.

These Jewish interests took this
action in the mistaken belief that

their life and interest were
threatened. Any group of men who

feel this will naturally do their
utmost to resist. This is no

evidence 

of occult Jewish power, simply the
determination to fight by men who
in this case had the means to do it,
which I had not. The whole affair
was as simple as that, there was
nothing obscure or mysterious

about it."

Roger Bartlett, Brighton, East
Sussex

 MOSLEY'S
BLACKSHIRTS

(The Inside Story of the British
Union of Fascists)

Reviewed by David Clarke

Jeffrey Hamm, the last leader of
the Union Movement, which in
1978 was renamed the Action

Party, has compiled the personal
stories of twelve members of the

British Union of Fascists. 

The stories are those of an East
London shopkeeper, a Suffolk

landowner, a suburban housewife,
an Essex farmworker, and others
from different walks of life. Each

story is 5 to 9 pages in length with
the writer's name after the story.

The East London shopkeeper was
Leonard Wise. He was the leader of

the BUF's Cadet Corps. Other
Blackshirts who submitted stories

are: Richard Reynell Bellamy
(author of We Marched With Mosley
and BUF Administrator in Northern

England), Arthur Beavan (West
Ham BUF Organizer), John

Warburton (Assistant District
Leader Clapham Branch), Louise
Irvine (Women's District Leader
Birmingham Branch), George

Hoggarth (District Treasurer Eye
Branch), Edmund Warburton

(Clapham Branch, London, member
of the elite "1" Squad), John W.

Charnley (author of Blackshirts and
Roses and District Leader Hull
Branch), Patrick O'Donagan

(Member Shoreditch Branch in
Newton Grove), Robert Saunders,

O.B.E., (District Leader Dorset
West), Ann Page, and R.N. Creasy
(District Leader Eye). Almost all of
these people were arrested under

Defence Regulation 18b. 

The stories submitted by each of
these former BUF members contain

much detail about the times,
including the formation of BUF

volunteers into a Blackshirt
Battalion of the Queen Victoria's

Rifles that was annihilated
defending the evacuees at Dunkirk.
The effect of the Blitz on Blackshirt



families in East London and the
loss of life there are also recorded.

The Afterword is entitled "Britain's
Long Slow Crumbling" and

describes the differences between
pre-war and post-war Britain. That

is followed by a summary of
Mosley's methods to improve

Britain called "Mosley's Enduring
Ideas".

David Clarke NBU Canada

ILLUSIONS OF
GRANDEUR
Reviewed by Terry Martin

This volume analyzes the rise and
fall of Sir Oswald Mosley's British
Union of Fascists, and shows how
fascism as an ideology developed

from the centre of the political
spectrum as an attempt to achieve
enforced national synthesis. The
author examines the origins of
British fascism, its foreign and
economic policies, its supposed
antisemitism and its relationship
with contemporary institutions

such as the police, judiciary and
government. The text also sets the

BUF in the context of European
fascist movements, whilst at the

same time providing a study of its
successors, including the National

Front. 

 

THE BIRTH OF
UNION

MOVEMENT
In post war Britain patriotic politics

had fragmented into dozens of
different groups, often led by

former members of British Union.
In 1946 Mosley had launched the

Mosley Book Clubs and was
distributing a new publication, the
Mosley Newsletter. On the 15th of

November 1947 representatives of
fifty one British patriotic groups

attended the Winter Sales
Conference of Mosley Publications
at the Memorial Hall Farringdon

Street, London. The hall held 1300
people and every seat was taken.
Mosley gave a stirring speech on
how Western civilisation was now
threatened by Soviet communism
and only a strong united Europe

working with the USA as a partner
could save our people from the

Soviet barbarians.National action
was not enough said Mosley “the

Union of Europe was now
necessary to the survival of every
nation in this Continent. From that
union would be born a civilisation

of continuing creation and
unfolding beuty that would stand

the tests of time.”
The audience was transfixed. Here
was Mosley back with a vengeance,

and back with a cause.
One by one the leaders of the big 
four patriotic groups addressed the

audience. The Imperial Defence
League and The Sons of St George
offered their immediate support,

and Victor Burgess of The Union of
British Freedom offered to merge

his organisation with any new
group headed by Mosley without
reservation. Finally came Jeffrey
Hamm of The British League of



ExServicemen, Hamm a former
Blackshirt, had led his group into
the old British Union heartlands of
East London, and had been forced

to fight a running battle with
Zionist thugs from the 43 Group in

order to establish a regular
speaking venue in Dalstons Ridley

Road market.
Jeffrey Hamm chose to speak from
the gallery of the hall, and told the
audience of the great struggle for
free speech the British League had

won for East London. He then
offered to merge his organisation

into a new movement under
Mosleys leadership. 

In the December issue of the
Mosley Newsletter the leader

announced that a new movement,
UNION MOVEMENT would begin

early in 1948.

Part two next month

CULTURAL
MARXISM

The Frankfurt School of critical
theory was founded by a number

of Jews, as a part of Goethe
University in Frankfurt in 1923. Its
purpose was to develope Marxist
studies in Germany. In 1933, the
institute was shut down by the
National Socialists and the Jews

emigrated to Geneva and in 1935
to Columbia University in New York

City and from there spread their
ideas throughout many universities
and most western countries. Their
main purpose was to destabilze the

West, western cultures and the
family unit and bring neo-Marxism

to the West.

"(In the 1920's) They were
wondering why there was no

socialist revolution in a
sophisticated and advanced

industrialized country like
Germany. Why (was there) a
Bolshevik Revolution a couple

years before in Russia but not in
Germany? They concluded that

culture and the use of the (mass)
media was the primary tool for

oppressing the masses without the
masses realizing that they're being

oppressed."[1] 

The School dipped its fingers into
politics, psychoanalysis, art,
ideologies, culture, music,

capitalism, consumerism. Anything
and everything was critiqued to

prove that the West and its people
were being collectively hypnotised

by our cultures and the mass
media and that the mass media

was a political tool.

After generations of brainwashing,
the ideas of the Frankfurt School

are being taught in most
universities by gentiles who have
taken cultural Marxism hook line
and sinker without knowing what
its aim is. The globalization of the
world, multi-culturalism and mass
immigration of third world blacks
and browns are a direct result of

their teachings and they are
destabilizing most western

countries.

Fascism is the only force capable of
reversing the course of destruction
on which we are all now travelling.

By David Clarke



NBU STORE

Visit NBU store and treat yourself

http://newbritishunion.co.uk/nbu-
store.html 

Message from
NBU Media
Officer Rene

Fraser.
It is important for the continuing

growth of NBU that every member
subscribes to our new channel,

please help us reach the following
subscriber targets;

100 subscribers: custom YouTube
URL. Very important for branding

500 subscribers: We can start
doing interviews with right wing

political figures 1000 subscribers:
Channel can be monetised and

sponsorships will take the channel
seriously

https://www.youtube.com/channel
/UCqUUb5NCEHDxb0KkZjaOGEA

STICK 'EM' UP
HELP SPREAD THE WORD

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqUUb5NCEHDxb0KkZjaOGEA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqUUb5NCEHDxb0KkZjaOGEA


YOUR SAY
I read today, that Jeremy Corbyn
suggests that electing a Labour

Government can “Heal the divisions
in society that led to the Brexit

vote”

Now, that statement says a great
deal. He is suggesting that society
was divided in some way, and if it
had not been, The United Kingdom

would never have, for one
moment, wanted to leave the
Socialist paradise that is The

European Union.

Again, he is boiling it down to a
Cultural issue. If everyone was

content with the Multiculturalism
which the Left espouses, The

United Kingdom would have not
felt pressures that lead to

dissatisfaction with the direction
society was taking.

Yet, I feel, he is putting the issue
backwards. It is precisely because

The United Kingdom is uneasy
about the way society is

developing, the fact the indigenous
British see themselves becoming

strangers in their own land,
alienated and marginalised in a
plethora of alternative Cultures,

that they wish to regain the
essence of what it is to be British.

So, firstly, I would like to offer a
little perspective on the British

Labour Party.

It is not, the party of the working
class, protector of the poor, the

pillar which holds up the
underprivileged. It is nothing less
than full-blown Marxism. The core
of their policies is Marxist. Jeremy
Corbyn is a Marxist. Their plan for

the future is a Marxist future.

And where better to find that
Marxist future than in the

Progressive Socialist Bloc that is
The European Future.

In case some of you think Labour is
just a Left-Centrist party, think



again. They are Marxists, or to give
them their other name,

Communists, although you will
never hear them use the “C” or the
“M” word. For to utter those words

would seriously damage their
election prospects.

For the British People don’t want to
be part of a Soviet Union, or if they
were independent, to be a Cuba or
a Venezuela. So, the Labour party
hype their “Party of the working

man” credentials instead.

But let us look where they came
from. Thirty years ago, they were

the political wing of the Trade
Union Movement. And the Union

bosses WERE hardcore
Communists. They literally had ties

to The Soviet Union. These
Marxists constantly tried to shift
the Labour position to an openly

Marxist one, Livingstone in London,
Hatton in Liverpool, anywhere they

could seize power. Michael Foot
even tried to dismantle the nuclear

deterrent, aimed at The Soviet
Union.

But, the majority of the British
People wanted no part of Marxism.
So Labour had to reinvent itself.

They called it “New Labour”,
epitomised by that evil lackey of

Globalism, Tony Blair. That wicked
man took power on a promise of a
brave, new, world, but only sought

to enslave the nation to his
Globalist paymasters.

What did he ever achieve except to
further enslave The United

Kingdom to The European Union,
open the floodgates of immigration
and attack any other nation which

the Globalists ordered him to,
laying the foundations for ISIS and

filling many body bags with the
remains of British soldiers, who
died not protecting The United
Kingdom, but the Global Power

Structure.

It is a wonder that half the
mosques in London are not

dedicated to him, for under his
watch, indigenous Londoners

became a minority for the first
time, replaced with the adherents

of a foreign Culture.

And now we have Corbyn. Jeremy
Corbyn and his Marxist

“Momentum” Movement.
Momentum has a nice sound to it,

kind of another word for
Progressive. And we all know what
Progressive means: Progressing

ever harder Left.

Corbyn thinks that once again he
can pull the wool over the eyes of

the British voters. “We’re not
Marxists, we just want to help the
poor and disadvantaged. Make a
fairer, more equal society”. Well,
People know propaganda when

they see it.

So, why did a Brexit vote happen?
What was this division?

Of course, we know the proximate
cause was the rise of UKIP. But

what caused UKIP?

Quite simply, the British were being
diluted out of existence. Foreign

Cultures and foreign Religions were
being forced into the nation at an

exponentially increasing rate.
Society was being changed to place
importance on this new paradigm,

at the expense of traditional
society, what it actually meant to
be British, what it meant to be

proud of the heritage that created
the British society.

For a while, it seemed that this
change would go unnoticed. But

suddenly, the British People began
to wake up to the fact that there

were schools where only a handful
of children were white, that the
most popular boy’s name for

newborns was Mohammed, and
that streets in a city could be

blocked by thousands of kneeling
worshippers, bowing toward Mecca,
flaunting their de facto conquest of

the land.

That is why there was a Brexit



vote. The European Union was
seen as the architect of this

Cultural destruction.

So, NO, Corbyn, you cannot heal
the divisions. Because the British
People now realise your game. To

destroy the nation itself and create
a new Soviet. They do not want

their Culture, their heritage, their
society, to disappear into the night,

and be replaced with the
Communist-Islamist State of

Britistan.

You will never succeed, because
NOW, the British People know you
for the danger you are. A danger
clearly seen in other European

nations where paramilitary thugs
and tanks are used to repress the

People’s desire to be free of
Socialism and all its evils.

You will fail.

Katerina Szilagyi   

Anti-war
campaign

First I aim to produce a leaflet on
how wars are for profit and effect
even non-veterans in local towns
by the means of political outside

forces.

Secondly I will submit an article
from the veterans officer on the
history of the anti-war campaign

ran by Mosley at the start of
WW11.

I also will be setting up a petition
to stop the arm's deals that

involves current political groups.

NBU will encourage members to
purchase leaflets to spread our

message across the UK.

NBU Veterans Officer 

New British
Union office
still needs
your help 

As members will know, the New
British Union has been under

constant attack since first forming
in 2012. Our opponents will not

stop. Nor must we. 
To date they have succeeded in

getting the party’s PayPal account
closed, the new donorbox account

shutdown, and banks presently
refuse to do business with us. This
has interfered with the running of

the New British Union; and
especially interfered with the office

rental itself. 
However, and despite this, on a

day-to-day basis the office
continues to remain a great
success. It has allowed us to
increase New British Union

membership and literature. The
office has also allowed the New

British Union to store and secure
far more valuable resources and
property: such as computers,
printers, banners, flags and

posters. 
To this end then the New British

Union would ask its members and
supporters to consider setting up a

monthly debit of £10.00. 

https://www.facebook.com/glasya.inglorion.3?__tn__=%2CdCH-R-R&eid=ARD82yvnAjqzYU0_2Mm-HTUDJo3E5pAahh7EnjdB8I9Y0Wprzubir3XjenHjKUqK3aSNQpKHY4k9nBFs&hc_ref=ARQMcQ-6-Mh_QqUxtzScZqKX8pojHvXuRKztTOw2TU4rpz1tIQFyBAdWAqMf8bkSXnk&fref=nf&hc_location=group


PLEASE PRINT
OFF AND
HELP NBU

GROW







DAFYDD

LOWE -

PERSONAL

PROFILE
NBU WALES OFFICER

I am a Yorkshire lad born in the
1950’s and received a secondary

education in Scarborough.

I left school at 16 and went to
Constantine College in M’bro to
study mechanical engineering.
Having attained the National

Certificate I went on to study the
Higher National and became a

member of the Institute of
Mechanical Engineers.

I soon got a job in the
petrochemical industry working on

the design and procurement of
engineering equipment. This
formed the larger part of my

career.

I was married for 24 years and had
3 children. In 1998 I got divorced

and 10 years later took early
retirement and moved to North

Wales where I live now.

Although semi retired I became a
bus and coach driver and still work

part time.

I never had political views until the
Iraq war which I thought was
terrible and would never have
expected to get parliamentary

approval. Turned out to be worst
thing ever, look at the mess. I was

witnessing my home town
becoming a clone of Pakistan. by
2008 I had enough, I left and will

never go back. In recent years I
have found myself turning further

to the right, I admire strong
leaders like Mussolini. I am a
massive fan of Trump, Le Pen,

Geert Wilders etc. If I could turn
the clock back I would without

question been one of Sir Oswald
Mosley’s blackshirts. I have no
doubt that Enoch Powell will be

proved right.

I feel very pessimistic about the
future of the UK, that too much
damage has been done, crime is

running out of control, illegal
immigrants and people traffickers

are exploiting the weakest in
society.

I have always been in favour of
corporal punishment, and the

death penalty for child molesters
and murderers. Biggest mistake

was abolishing this.

I feel I have seen the best years
when people generally did the
thing that was right and had

respect for law and order.
Successive governments have

failed us, London is now a foreign
country within the UK, homeless
people dying on the streets while

millionaires walk past.

I am pleased to have discovered
the NBU, the manifesto speaks for
me and the way I feel about the
way things should be. We must

fight to the end and I will do what I
can to help.
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